As of October 18th, 2013, channel 130 became available on the XM side of the main SiriusXM (SXM)
platform. That said, from a technical standpoint due to older chip sets in current radios, some SXM units
cannot access EWTN Radio on SXM channel 130.
The newly designed SXM satellite radio receivers (certain plug & play retail models - portable units able
to be used in either the home or the car) are capable of getting EWTN Radio on SXM channel 130 (list of
these models are below). If a SXM subscriber has a SXM radio, and they cannot access channel 130 on
their unit, it is b/c the chip set in that unit is not one of the newer ones that includes expanded band
channels needed to hear EWTN Radio on SXM channel 130. The work-around at present? Obtain one of
the retail models or get the complementary in-dash tuner.
Over time, the SXM radios that car manufacturers will be installing will have access to EWTN Radio.
Despite some of the newest cars (includes rentals) in the marketplace rolling out radios that get channel
130 on SXM, a bunch still do not, even some in the newest and finest autos. As automakers install the
radios with newer chip sets moving forward (2016, 2017, etc.), EWTN Radio will be available in all
makes/models that have a satellite radio.
Ideally of course, it would be great to simply turn on any XM radio despite the year it was made, or the
chip set it has in it, and tune into EWTN Radio on channel 130. This is simply not the case and the reality
of the technology/equipment curve we have to live with at present time. Nonetheless, as SiriusXM goes
(and grows), so does EWTN Radio on all of their platforms moving forward.

SXV200V1 In-Dash Tuner

See this video clip: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gS2v4WfxmrY
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